This paper proposes an approach for reliably identifying complex Arabic phonemes in continuous speech. This is proposed to be done by a mixture of artillcial neural experts. These experts are typically time delay neural networks using an original version of the autoregressive backpropagatio,i algorithm (AR-TDNN). A module usin;: specific cues generated by an ear model operates the speech phone segmentation. Perceptual linear predictive (PLP) coefficients, energy, zero crossing rate and their derivatives are used as input parameters. Serial and parallel architectures of AR-TDNN have been implemented and confronted to a monolithic system using simple backpropagation algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The recognition of Arabic is confronted with difficulties inhe rent to its linguistic particularities. Bearing in mind the advances and the predominance of the automatic methods, it can be inappropriate to hypothesize the correlation of a system performance with linguistic particularities. The reliability reached by the present automatic speech recognil ion (ASR) systems (HMM, neural networks and hybrids) permits to assume that performances are conditioned by the only availability of E onveniently segmented and labeled corpus [3][9] [24] . In the Arabic language particular case, this statement is from far not tested. Indeed, the available products in the commerce have turned up with inconsistencies as far as their capability to overcome the problems due to the strong inflection of the language. Designers of the systems dedicated to the Arabic language are unanimously observing that emphasis, gemination and vowel's lengthening' constitute the main root of failure [6] [7]. The presented approach is based on time delay neural networks (TDNN) structure using an autoregressive (AR) version of backpropagation algorithm. The aim is to identify complex Arabic phonetic features in order to improve ASR performances. This structure consists of serial or parallel disposition of connectionist experts. Binary classification sub-tasks are individually assigned to those experts. We are inspired in this method on principle of divide and conquer where a hard problem is broken up into a set of easier problems to solve [23] [26] . Consequently, learning phase does not need a large number of cycles and each sub-network is independently trained to recognize a specific feature.
PROBLEMATIC OF ARABIC PHONETIC FEATURES DETECTION
The originality of the Arabic phonetics is mainly based on the relevance of lengthening in the vocalic system and on the presence of emphatic and geminated consonants. These particular features play a fundamental role in the nominal and verbal morphological development.
A. Emphasis
The emphasis is in the case of the Semitic languages a phonetic feature characterizing consonants. On the ' relevant.
In Arabic, the vowel duration is semantically In the example of the two words fnasabd (imputed) and lnasabaf (erected), an emphatic vs. non-emphatic opposition is observed on /sf. The ambiguousness is far than can be raised by the present systems even those providing linguistic processes.
B. Gemination
This particular feature compensates the poverty of the Arabic vocalic system. The geminated consonant arises by sustaining the plosive closure.
In the example of the words /falala/ (he failed) and ffakald (he thwarts), the opposition resides in the gemination of /I/ fricative. Through this example, we measure the importance and the difficulty to perform this feature detection by automatic systems. In the classical approach, the gemination is simply considered as the doubling of consonant duration. We proposed in [2] [19] to compute the tensenax feature in order to detect the gemination. So, it is not necessary to integrate an explicit time index in the acoustical analysis. Consequently ASR systems acquire more robustness in the case of speech rate changes. [20] that these static acoustic indicative features are very relevant to characterize the Arabic phonemes. A delta coding of these acoustic indicative features is done in order to find out their variation and to perform phone segmentation. A function computes the sum of absolute outputs of delta coders. In such way, it quantifies the discontinuity between two successive frames. If this amount is over a time variable threshold, a mark is attached to current frames. The frames between two successive marks are considered as a homogenous phone. Over each phone, an average of PLP coefficients combined with energy (En), zerocrossing rate (ZCR) and their derivatives are calculated. This multi-component vector is used as input in the networks. This type of acoustical parameters have been retained because it gives the best cross validation results as it is shown in [21] . Automatic labeling of these phones is performed by connectionist architectures described in the following sections.
PRE-PROCESSING BY AUDITORY MODELS

IV. MODULAR CONNECTIONIST ARCHITECTURES
Jakobs and Jordan [ 11] [ 121 introduced a hierarchical structure of experts in order to solve problems of nonlinear regression. In the case of spontaneous telephonic speech, this structure was revealed more efficient than traditional monolithic networks [5] . In the case of complex Arabic phonetic features detection and identification, we propose a similar approach where binary sub-tasks have been assigned to a set of sub-neural networks
A. Auto-regressive time delay neural networks (AR-TDNN)
The temporal component of the speech signal is difficult to capture by a connectionist system [27] . Besides this, in the particular case of the Arabic, a temporal alignment can be prejudicial. The system must be capable to distinguish between a time lengthening due to a variation of speech rate (utterance speed) and the one due to the presence of long vowels or geminate consonants. The tone variations characterizing emphatic and geminated consonants and long vowels free us of the explicit calculus of duration parameter. As it is shown in different studies [ 11 [6] [ 131 [ 171 these variations influence the phonetic context of the phoneme to recognize. It reinforced us in the idea that this tone 'perception' must be previously 'learned' by a system which simultaneously 'memorizes' the phonetic contexts of the sequence to identify. Russel [ 181 showed that the use of an autoregressive version of backpropagation algorithm (ARbackpropagation) gives the neural network a memorization capacity in the case of temporally unstable event identification. In the version we propose, in the network input layer, a delay component similar to the one used by Waibel TDNN (Time Delay Neural Networks) [25] is integrated. In the detection of relevant phoneme duration, this combination increases the capacity of the system to discern the phonological length even in a strong coarticulation context. The AR version of backpropagation extends the classical learning algorithm to discrete time varying systems by including feedback weights.
In the neuron we use, a delay component is added at the input layer in order to boost the capacity of the classifier to deal with temporally distorted phonemes. The identification phase is performed over homogeneous phones. If a phone of the targetphoneme appears in the speech continuum, the network activation arises gradually in one of its two outputs. Beside s the detectiodclassification task, the configuration of the AR-TDNN permits the learning of the phoneme context. This property is more suitable iri the case of the temporally unstable phonemes where the duration plays a fundamental role. The AR cclmponent of the network gives it the ability to recognize series of sequences in a certain context. The discrimin ation of emphatic, geminated consonants and the long short vowels is performed using the previous values stored in the delays as well as in the feedback. In the case o F emphasis detectiodclassification example (EMPHA-NET network), as it is illustrated in the figure 2, the task is to learn to recognize this sequence: LCE-EMP-RCE: LCE is the left phonetic context of the emphatic (noted EMP) and RCE is its right phonetic context of the emphatic. EMPI-IA-NET receives three input token opening of the logical gates (and/or). According to the activation of the two outputs for a given expert network, the process starts the identification of the emphatic feature or the geminate feature if the macro-class is detected. Otherwise an activation of the contiguous network is operated. A failure of the overall system is accounted if the last network is reached without any discrimination. The hierarchical structure (pipeline) of this system seems inadequate since the networks located deeply (the far right in the Figure 3 ) are penalized. An architecture putting networks in the same level of competence seems less constraining. However, we can note that the experts of the highest levels (the far left in Figure 3 ) justify their position by their high success rate during the cross validation [14] [22] . So, the penalization of the following levels is minimized.
C. Parallel structure
This configuration is established without any fixed condition concerning the relative individual performances of each expert. Experts have the same activation potential when a sequence to identify is presented at the input (cf. Figure 4) . This property allows a flexible use and permits to avoid the failure case. During the recognition phase it is required from each expert only a specialization in the scanning of one phonetic class. A logic module based on pruning and on a priori rules performs a final identification (decision).
D, Pruning procedure
In the parallel configuration, a pruning module manages cases where several experts are simultaneously activated. The pruning procedure is summarized as follows: Considering S,I and S,2. Si, being the output 1 of the expert j. Ideally, it takes state +1 if the feature (assigned to that expert) is detected. In that case, we say that the expert is activated. Si, being the output 2 of the expert j. Ideally, it takes state +1 if the aimed phonetic feature is absent. A distance between the distributions of the twoclassifier outputs is estimated as follows:
DistJ ~sJ,l~sJ,z)= (~J,1-~J,2)-(~ J,1+OJ,2) Where pJ,], are respectively the mean and the standard deviation of observed values at output 1 for the j* binary classifier. If the distance of a classifier is negative, this classifier is eliminated from the competition. In the case of positive distances, the corresponding classifiers are retained to make the decision about recognized pattern. The identified class is the one having its corresponding network (winner) verifying: Argmax,(Dist,). The i index covers only retained classifiers. Afterwards, the longhrief expert is activated if (and only if) the vowel output is at high level. Otherwise, in the consonant case, whatever the activated expert, the "gemination expert" is solicited. The emphatic expert is activated only if inferior levels have detected a plosive or a fricative. This is carried out according to Arabic grammar properties. 
V. RESULTS AND COMMENTS
The test corpus has been pronounced by six Algerian native speakers (3 men and 3 women). We have noticed the total failure of all systems in the identificatilm of emphatic feature for Id/ consonant. The explanation does not reside in the difficulty inhermt to the consonant's acoustical proprieties, but rather in the capability of the speaker to pronounce it correctly. In fact, in a VCV context, it is vtxy difficult to keep the emphatic character of 141 and more often, it is its opposite by this feature (ldl) which is achieved'. Considering the obtained results (cf. Table l), it seems clear that the serial and parallel configuration with respectively 15 % and 13 % of mean error rate, are more efficient than the classical simple backpropagation system with 30 % error rate. In the serial architecture, nasals and liquids are respectively correctly detected in 84 % and 79 % of cases. We have remarked that these cases of bad detection are generally due to the failure of previous levels. For all macro-classes and features, the difference between scores IS always in favor of the mixture of experts. Parallel connectionist structure remains more reliable than serial structure with a positive this defect is mainly due to the characteristic of the Algiers regional accent. difference of 5%, 4%, 3% and 1% respectively for liquids, nasals, plosives and emphatic consonants. In the case of fricatives parallel and serial structures have the same accuracy with a rate of 90% of correct identification while the simple backpropagation based system performs 12% less than first systems.
The monolithic system achieved the identification of geminated consonants with a relatively low rate of 61%. At the opposite, serial and parallel neural systems with a same correct rate of approximately 88% increase dramatically the recognition rate of. these complex phonemes. These results confirm that the integration of delays and prediction feedback in the used networks give them the ability to capture unstable and relevant temporal component of speech. This appears clearly in the case of long-short discrimination of vowels where an improvement of 30% in the recognition rate is observed. Emp. Gem. Table 1 . Error rate (%) of serial and parallel neural network structures and simple backpropagation system. (Vow:Vowel, Plos:Plosives, FrLFricatives, Nas:Nasals, Liq:Liquids, Emp:Emphatic, Gem: Geminate).
~
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented the identification results of Arabic macro-classes by two systems based on a mixture of neural experts. These systems are composed of subneural-networks carrying out binary discrimination sub-tasks. Two types of architecture have been presented: serial structure of experts and parallel disposition of them.
Our objective is to test the ability of autoregressive time delay neural networks (AR-TDNN) to detect Arabic complex phonemes. In regard of obtained results, we can conclude that parallel and serial structures of AR-TDNN overpass monolithic configuration. The parallel disposition constitutes the most reliable system. The proposed mixture of neural experts approach is also advantageous by the fact that it eases the learning because the binary discrimination does not need a large number of cycles.
The generalization to the identification of other features such as speaker gender and prosodic features may constitute a simple and powerful way to improve ASR systems performances.
